Abstract. In this paper we introduce and reflect on current research questions regarding computers and creativity. Creativity is an enigmatic yet widely discussed phenomena. With the now widespread adoption of computers and information technologies, the nature of creativity and how we think about it has changed significantly. We argue for a shift in thinking about computers from tools to creative agents and collaborative partners. We present 21 questions we think are crucial to understanding this new relationship and begin to offer answers, or pathways to answers for a selective subset.

1 Introduction

It is almost impossible now not to hear of some new discourse, activity or emerging project that links computers with creativity. Either through re-thinking the way that computing is taught in Schools and Universities as a creative and practice-based subject, or through creating novel kinds of computer systems than can enhance our own creativity, or through the development of innovative software or robotics that can produce works that – if they were produced by a human – would be described as art (such as a painting, a poem, or a piece of music for example). For many years we have both been involved in research trying to understand how computing and creativity are connected. Furthermore, we are both active creative practitioners as a professional artist and musician respectively, often investigating how we can use technology to enhance our own creative practice and performance.

As a result of editing the book “Computers and Creativity” [36] over the course of three years, we posed 21 questions that we believe are central to research linking computers and creativity, and which map out areas of investigation we believe will be the focus of attention in the coming years and decades. In this paper we reposit these questions, updating them and offer answers or at least outline promising research that makes progress towards answering some of them – something we did not do in the book. By doing so we hope to provide an introduction to the issues, themes and research areas that are emerging when embarking on any activity attempting to understand or exploit relationships between computing and creativity.

Before reviewing the questions and proposing some responses to them in detail, we first provide some context and background to the emerging impact of computers on creativity and society.

2 The Creative Computing Landscape

Computing has rapidly grown from its origins as a selectively focused, highly specialised technical discipline and profession to one of the most important drivers of modern economies and cultures. Networked computer technologies have facilitated seismic changes to industry, government, education, business, culture, science and society. At least in the developed world, we find ourselves deeply engaged in activities that are completely reliant on technology and which impact on almost every aspect of contemporary living.

Computers have become an extension of ourselves [13], mediating how we communicate and think, even changing the way in which we think. They control a complex network of dependencies between us, and are constantly and rapidly developing, ever expanding in their potential to become dynamic cultural and creative partners for us all.

While schools are increasingly using technology in education, ironically a 2010 ACM study [53] found that secondary (K-12) US education in computer science had fallen dramatically, with advanced placement courses declining by 35% over the years 2005 to 2009. The report also suggested educators confused the use of technology and teaching of technology literacy with computer science education as a core discipline. Similarly, in September 2011, Google chairman Eric Schmidt criticised UK education, claiming: “Your IT curriculum focuses on teaching how to use software, but gives no insight into how it is made. That is just throwing away your great computing heritage.” Fortunately this helped in changing the way in which the computing-related syllabus will now be taught in schools in the UK, but there is still a long way to go before we think about teaching programming in the same way we would teach music, art, design or poetry.

Schmidt is not alone in his concern about a lack of basic programming literacy. Douglas Rushkoff’s book “Program or Be Programmed” prophetically argues that “In the emerging, highly programmed landscape ahead, you will either create the software or you will be the software.” [48] The concept of unknown technological forces watching us, analysing us, categorising us and predicting us is increasingly written about in social sciences and often adds to a general malaise for ever wanting to know the full extent and the underlying agency behind much of the software widely in use.

Why does this stark disparity exist between computing’s astonishing impact and our cultural desirability to see it as a creative discipline or even our ability to recognise the computer as a genuine creative partner?

Our claim – a view of course which is shared by many though seldom achieved in practice – is that Art and Science need to be brought back together if we are to better appreciate and engage with the challenges and opportunities this new dependence on technology brings. Creativity is critical for our ability to develop as a society, yet the mainstream practice of computing has not formally situated itself around the exploration of creativity and creative ideas. Rather it has been approached from a scientific and engineering perspective that aims to represent aspects of the world as data, and then has the task of manipulating that data in order to solve problems or gain under-
Unsurprisingly, it is artists who most quickly recognised the potential for exploring new kinds of creative computational processes, engaging with computers since their earliest days [3]. Indeed, the concept of “Creative Coding” has emerged as an artistic practice of rising popularity [46]. Software is not just for problem solving; it is a new medium for creativity and creative expression that has been enthusiastically embraced by many artists, designers and musicians. Software undergoes development at a pace and complexity that far exceeds all prior technologies we have thus far developed, so these practitioners see the computer as something more than a benign artistic tool such as a paintbrush. Nonetheless, many artists find their artistic expression limited by a lack of knowledge in how to program intuitively and creatively, hence the increasing number of courses that specifically cater for artists wanting to learn more about programming in order to meet their creative needs (e.g. the Programming for Artists course which is part of the MFA in Computational Studio Arts at Goldsmiths the second author’s home institution).

Our previously mentioned book, “Computers and Creativity” [36], presented computer programming as a creative practice, describing how the computer can augment human creativity and help us to understand different kinds of creativity formally. As noted in the book’s foreword by Margaret Boden (a celebrated UK cognitive scientist and philosopher who perhaps more than anyone has bought the discussion of creativity into the mainstream of scientific investigation), understanding programming as an artistically creative act offers a relatively new perspective on working creatively with computers [8].

Boden uses the example of the painter David Hockney’s 2012 exhibition at the Royal Academy of Arts in London, (“A Bigger Picture”) [25]. Hockney is widely acknowledged as one of Britain’s greatest living painters, with a career spanning more than fifty years. He has recently turned to using computers, enthusiastically adopting the Apple iPad and its “Brushes” painting app as his painting tools. Boden argues that many people will see these digital paintings as exemplars of art made by computers (“computer art”). But the novelty, skill, and creativity that are evident in these works are not due to the software anymore than we would attribute them to a physical paintbrush. Used in this way, the intent of the software’s design is simply to support an individual artist’s creativity, not to take an active role or be responsible for it in any way.

The artistic practice of writing computer code is fundamentally different than writing a software program such as Photoshop or Brushes, because the main artistic decisions are made by the program’s author, not by subsequent users of the program. This requires the programmer to understand how the choices that are made within the algorithmic structure of the programming code determine the artistic meaning of what the software produces. In this sense, computer code is an expressive medium, intricately tied to the artwork it generates. In this way of working the artist is increasingly giving the computer more and more creative agency, as we will discuss in §2.2.

In contrast, general-purpose “creative” software outwardly seeks to minimise the creative judgments of its programmers, deferring those decisions to the artists using it. As with any human-developed medium, software is influenced by the culture of its users and programmers [31] and this implicitly directs many aspects of the software design process (for example choosing to simulate the physical media of paint and canvas in a software painting program according to the Western tradition).

2.1 Related Work

There is a rich history of research on creativity, yet as Saari and Saari once remarked, “Creativity is fascinating! We know so much about the topic without having the slightest idea what it is” [49]. Important overviews can be found in, e.g. [5, 51, 18]. While creativity has been extensively studied and written about from the perspectives of psychology, cognitive science, philosophy, art and design for example, it is only more recently that the relationship between computers and creativity has received growing attention since, as we have discussed, people are increasingly using computers as creative tools.

In philosophy, Boden’s recent book [7], brings together a number of discussions surrounding the computer, creativity and art, including issues of autonomy, agency and authorship in working relationships with the computer. Candy and Edmonds’ book [11] extensively examines the relationships between creative practitioners and technology. From a practical and practice-based perspective, [46] presents a broad survey of creative work using computer coding in art, design and architecture.

It has been a long-held belief that humans cannot build truly creative machines. The dictums of Descartes and Kant – essentially that nothing of human design can exceed the knowledge and imagination of its designer – were only seriously questioned in the early 1950s [1]. Computer creativity was speculated on at least since Ada Lovelace in the 1840s [38], and the general consensus remained essentially as Lovelace stated: that a computer cannot “originate anything”, since any creativity comes from the programmer, not the program.

However we now know how to build machines can ‘learn’ and change their behaviour through search, optimisation, analysis or interaction, allowing them to discover new knowledge or create artefacts which exceed that of their human designers in specific contexts. While the idea of developing software that attempts to simulate or replicate human creativity is an on-going topic of research [12], our main interest in this paper is in investigating what new kinds of creativity and creative relationships are made possible by computers rather than mimicry of human creativity in a machine.

2.2 Creative Agency

In research that spans over 20 years, Mark d’Inverno (collaborating ostensibly with Michael Luck) has worked on defining the nature of agency in computational systems, in what is called the “SMART agent framework” [19, 30, 20]. In this framework, any object can be considered as an agent as long as it is serving a purpose for another agent. For example, a paintbrush would be seen as an agent whilst it was serving the goal of the artist using it to produce an artwork. If anyone else tried to remove the paintbrush whilst it was serving as an agent for the artist then it would clearly be met with resistance. However, as soon as the paintbrush is discarded by the artist as no longer being useful, then the agency of the paintbrush is lost and within the SMART framework – it reverts to being an object. Naturally the paintbrush is heavily reliant on the goals of others to become an agent because it cannot create its own goals. It therefore requires more complex agents that are able to create their own goals. Entities that do not rely on others for purposeful goals and which can

---

3 A good example is a satellite boom design generated using evolutionary computing techniques [29]. The computer-discovered design exceeds standard human designs by 20,000% in terms of damping and vibration resistance, yet to a human designer the structure appears strange and counterintuitive.
create their own goals are called autonomous agents whether they are human, animal or computational.

This is why the concept of agency is important in understanding how computational systems can create new kinds of agency that are not evident in non-computational tools. In [28], Jones, Brown and d’Inverno unpicked the notion of agency in creative partnerships, examining why relationships with computational systems provide a step-wise greater opportunity for collaborative engagement than with non computational agents such as a paintbrush. A computational system’s capacity for autonomy can allow it to operate with distinct agency in the creative process; the artist sets up a system with a given set of rules for its ongoing interaction with the artist or with others. For the system and artist to work together, the system cannot disregard this input and follow only its internal logic. Its output is mediated through some predetermined structure or ruleset, but it should always follow somehow from the previous actions of the artist. This forms the basis of a human-machine “creative conversation” or improvisation.

In any creative activity we can assign varying degrees of creative agency amongst the participants and tools [9], see Fig. 1. Typically as degree of creative agency increases in any participant, the less control the other has over it, i.e. the computer as tool gives us good control over it and it is generally predictable in its behaviour, but it exhibits little creative agency. The computer as collaborator exhibits much more creative agency, but in general this involves a greater degree of autonomy and independence, hence we have less direct control over it.

Figure 1. Types of creative agency and the relation between participants

In some sense both agency and creativity are in the eye of the beholder. If we see someone do something that surprises us through its originality or novelty then we think of that person or that act as a creative one. Furthermore, it is not unusual to hear of musicians extending their on-going nature of that partnership.

The reason this is potentially exciting from a social as well as a creative standpoint is because it can extend our collective creativity. People collaborate in constructive partnerships that may exceed their typical creativity as individuals (e.g. Lennon and McCartney). Artists such as Sol LeWitt and Bridget Riley made extensive use of assistants who created their paintings by interpreting the artistic instructions given to them. Partnerships and assistants typically involve different distributions of creative agency, but we would attribute some creativity to each human participant. Traditionally, the majority of creative agency originates from the person using the tool or playing a musical instrument, not from the tool or instrument itself.

However, we are now seeing new kinds of human-machine creative collaboration, such as where human artists improvise or jam with machines [4, 41] even research projects that aim to devise independent creative artists [33, 14, 15]. This provokes a shift in attribution of creative agency towards the computer, whose role is less like a conventional tool and much more like a creative assistant or partner and perhaps one day, an independent artist.

2.3 Defining Creativity

Thus far we have used the term “creativity” informally, without detailed explanation of its various interpretations and definitions. “Computers and Creativity” included many different understandings and definitions of creativity, as an act, artefact or outcome. These interpretations included formal mathematical definitions [50] and practice-based explanations [17]. A number of researchers downplay the concept of creativity itself, preferring terms such as “virtuosity” [40], focusing on skill, learnt behaviour and the intimate relationship between a person and their creative tool or instrument. There is also debate as to the significance of individuals, groups and environments in supporting human creativity [28]. For example it may be that creativity is purely a social construct in that it only makes sense to an observer, or the subsequent impact of a creative act on a community or society. Another view often attributed to Dewey is that all thinking is necessarily creative [24]. And yet other views include understanding classes of processes as creative (e.g. [44, 21, 35], leading to broader appreciation of creativity in physical, biological, social and artificial systems.

This diversity of interpretations is strongly influenced by discipline and background, and in relation to computers and algorithmic definitions, the author’s stance on whether autonomous creativity can exist in artificial systems (either in theory or practice) plays a crucial role. We will explore this issue in more detail in §4.1.

Like many others before us, we use as our stating point Boden’s definition that creativity involves the generation of ideas or artefacts that are new, surprising and valuable [7]. Human creativity is commonly discussed in relation to artistic practices, often with an implicit sense of it being at its most “raw” and visceral. As artists, musicians and computer scientists this intersection is our foremost topic here, but we certainly view creativity as a general phenomena evident in nature, biology, society, and many different human activities.

Instead of focusing exclusively on creativity per-se, in this paper we are addressing the creative interaction of people and computers, which necessarily encompasses a wide variety of activities and ideas. As outlined in §2.1, our interest is not in how to automate or replicate human creativity on a computer, rather to examine how the computer can become a useful and stimulating creative partner, and taken to the fullest extent, become a creative entity in its own right through the on-going nature of that partnership.

2.4 Designing Creative Software

One of the great challenges for computing is to achieve a fuller understanding of processes and representations beyond what is easily computable or fully comprehensible by humans. Necessarily, human design of software requires reducing difficult and complex phenomena to simpler abstractions that can be practically implemented, in some cases even ignoring aspects that are too complex to express directly in a program.

\[\text{Independent in the sense of being autonomously creative and distinct from direct human intervention.}\]
Rather than trying to manually design creative software, one alternative is to design programs that are capable of initiating their own creativity to increase their complexity and discover ways of interacting independently of human design. But paradoxically we don’t yet sufficiently understand human creativity in terms of formal algorithms, leading to a perceived gap between natural creative human expression and computation.

Enhancing creativity through increasing amounts of computer power does not necessarily follow either. When Seymour Cray was told that Apple had just purchased one of his CRAY supercomputers to design the next Macintosh computer, Cray responded that he had just purchased a Mac to design the next CRAY [2, p. 225]. At the same time, computers are undoubtedly capable of assisting, enhancing and augmenting our creativity, thus changing the nature of what it means to “be creative” in a connected, technological world.

Certainly there are critics of the study of computational creativity. Will it suffer the same philosophical and technical limitations that have been levelled at artificial intelligence or intelligent agents? Is it just another term in the history of this brand of computer science (artificial intelligence, then intelligent agents and multi-agent systems and now creativity) that will be replaced by something else in the coming decades?

An obvious objection that was levelled at artificial intelligence that can be equally said of computational creativity is that it does not make sense to even think about simulating or emulating creativity in machines for something that is a human, or biological, or a social concept [22, 43]. Some argue that creativity is such a nebulous concept that it would be hard to define anything that would really count as evidence that a computer was being creative. This question, and many related ones, will arise in the list of questions that we describe in the next section.

Whatever view we take about creativity one thing is clear: the discourse around creativity is on the rise. We hear it mentioned in school and higher education programs continually (e.g. creative music or programming is seen as an engaging creative subject in the school and higher education programs). The “Creative Industries” have become a vital and growing part of major economies. A critical demand of nation-states is to become more creative, “right-brain thinkers” in order to remain competitive [45]. The recent EU research-funding framework made creativity research a major funding priority, investing millions of euros on such research. We increasingly hear of the desire of many governments to invest heavily in their creative industries, seeing not only the transformative economic potential but also the social, political and cultural value of a highly creative population.

3 21 Questions: Computers and Creativity and the Road Ahead

We concluded “Computers and Creativity” with a final chapter that proposed twenty-one critical and important questions raised by the book [37]. We divide our questions and commentary into four topics: (i) how computers can enhance human creativity, (ii) whether computer creativity can ever be properly valued, (iii) what computing and computer science can tell us about creativity, and finally (iv) how creativity and computing can be brought together in learning.

How Can Computers Enhance Human Creativity?

CC1: What are the kinds of interactions with computational systems that will inspire, provoke, and challenge us into meaningful creative dialogues with our machines?

CC2: Relatedly, how can we remain mindful about the ways in which new technology can limit or defer creativity? Should we be concerned when creative decision-making is implicitly transferred to software at the expense of human creative exploration?

CC3: Can we re-conceptualise current methods of interaction between computers and people so as to better encourage creative flow and feedback?

CC4: How can our developing relationship with computers encourage new opportunities for experiencing both human- and computer-generated creative artefacts?

CC5: Is there a point at which individual human creativity can no longer be enhanced by technology, no matter how sophisticated?

Could Computer Creativity Ever Be Properly Valued?

CC6: When is the computer considered to have had “too much” involvement in the creative process? To what extent is any produced artefact devalued as a potential work of art because of the amount of automation?

CC7: What are the implications of being clearer and bolder about just how much computing is impacting on any creative output?

CC8: Are there ways of revealing the computational process to provide an alternative or additional aesthetic to the completed artefact or of the developing partnership between computers and artists in producing their art?

CC9: Are current value systems that humans use to experience and evaluate human creativity suitable for computer-created art, design, music, etc. or are new value-systems required?

CC10: What creative authorship should we attribute to a person’s work that is assembled from existing code written by others (who may be anonymous)?

What Can Computing Tell Us About Creativity?

CC11: Is autonomous creative thinking beyond the capacity of any machine that we can make now or in the future?

CC12: Does creativity necessarily involve the creation of useful or appropriate novelty and how relevant is “value” to the definition of creativity?

CC13: Broadly, the humanist view values what humans produce above what all other things produce. Does the ability of software to produce unusual and potentially non-human work mean that it can ever be given equal or even greater value?

CC14: When building creative systems should we aim to mimic our own creative behaviour, the behaviours we find in nature, or design completely new mechanisms?

CC15: If we could ever devise a formal description of everything we do as artists, then do we necessarily become limited within that description?

CC16: The concept of creativity has changed significantly over the years. How will the increasing use of computers for creative applications change the concept of creativity further?

How Does Creativity and Computing Matter to Education?

CC17: How then can we change the perception of computing so that programming is seen as an engaging creative subject in the
same way as science, music and the arts? How can we then
inspire students to develop their creativity through computing?

CC18: How can we persuade people in education and the arts that
programming can be a creative act, with its own creative prac-
tice?

CC19: What kinds of environments provide the right level of feed-
back, intuition and control to inspire the idea of programming
as a creative act in early learning?

CC20: Can we find new ways of revealing and explaining computa-
tional processes where the flow of computation is more readily
accessible to an audience, particularly students?

CC21: Many companies are now beginning to recognise that they
want technologists who can think like artists, yet mainstream
computing education focuses mainly on engineering-based
problem solving. How can we design new university com-
puting programs to ensure that graduates have the necessary
knowledge and skills that allow them to achieve their creative
potential?

It is perhaps obvious but important to emphasise that many of
these questions pose enormous challenges, some of which may not
be overcome for many decades, even centuries, if at all. We are es-
specially cautious about speculating on time-frames, or being naïvely
optimistic about technological or scientific progress in this area.
Nonetheless, we think the challenge is as exciting as the outcome,
and the implications are profound if answers are to be found to the
questions we now discuss.

4 Some Responses

In this section, our main concern is to set out a roadmap for research
into how computers can enhance or shed light onto creativity with a
bias towards encouraging and stimulating human creativity. We set
out trying to respond to a handful of the questions above with a view
to pump-priming a dialogue about some of these issues.

4.1 Automating Creativity

Considering questions CC1 and CC2 above, it is clear that no one
likes software that makes simplistic assumptions about what we
mean or are trying to do (think of the failed Microsoft Word paper-
clip, or early forays into automated typing correction, or the beeping
we get if we don’t put our seatbelt on immediately). This raises
an additional question: what are the kinds of responses and interac-
tions we desire of computational systems so as to inspire, provoke,
and challenge us to develop meaningful creative dialogues with ma-
cines, and to have both the confidence in the system and in our-
selves? Much of this becomes a personal choice, just as in the way we
choose our friends and collaborators, suggesting computational sys-
tems must look more closely at personalisation beyond the relatively
simplistic frameworks of existing software. Hence the question can
be perhaps be phrased as: exactly what kinds of collaborative agency
do we want from our computational systems?

Relatedly, how can we remain mindful about the ways in which
new technology can limit or defer creativity? We are increasingly
seeing software developed which is intended to make creative deci-
sions on our behalf. For example, modern digital cameras now take
responsibility for many aspects of the creative photographic process,
automatically adjusting numerous dependent properties in order to
give the “best” picture, even deciding for us when to take the picture
based on the human subject(s) smiling for example.

Automating creativity by engineering software and technology
with a singular pre-defined definition or interpretation of what con-
stitutes “good” results homogenises the results that it can produce.
It sacrifices thought, experimentation and learning for simplistic cul-
tural acceptability, diminishing individual creative decision-making
under the mantra of “ease of use”. This kind of automated creativity
is often justified as allowing non-experts the possibility of getting ac-
ceptable results without having to spend the necessary time it takes
(typically around 10,000 hours) to become expert [23, 26].

There are a number of arguments against this kind of “creativity
automation”. One relates to the attribution of creative agency (§2.2)
to a mass-produced device. Each device is essentially identical in
function and behaviour to any other of the same type: they are in-
terchangeable. They do not learn or adapt to their users, nor do they
offer any behavioural differences between instances. Hence any cre-
ative agency they have is fixed at the time of manufacture and is the
same for all instances, meaning the only source of variation comes
from their users. However the user’s role is limited by deferring as-
pects of the creative decision-making process to the machine, a ma-
chine that has no possibility of being novel along with a fixed and
singular concept of value.

Another argument against creativity automation is the appropria-
tion of ideas from minimalism as being appropriate for hiding com-
plexity (e.g. [32]), a manta that has become particularly popular with
technology companies. The argument goes along the lines that tech-
nology, the world, life, etc. are increasingly complex and the tech-
nology designer’s role is to hide or minimise any complexity through
simple and intuitive interfaces. The best tools are simple tools, like
the pencil and the hammer, and our technological tools should be like
them. But as we discussed in §2.2, computational systems are not
static tools like pencils or hammers. Simplifying a system typically
involves minimising choice, hence possibilities, which as we have
outlined above discourages creativity. For us the issues are those of
promoting variation and experimentation in computational systems,
minimising assumptions about use, allowing systems to learn and
adapt to individual users, their environments and their ways of work-
ing. We don’t think of creative collaboration with people in terms of
being simple interfaces to complexity. Creative relationships with
computers should be viewed similarly.

So we should be concerned when creative decision-making is im-
plicitly transferred to software at the expense of human creative ex-
ploration. Computer science educators have a responsibility to en-
courage understanding of this concern in our students and peers. Au-
tomation arose from a desire to replace tedious and repetitive human
tasks with machines for reasons of scale, accuracy and efficiency.
Computing grew from this idea and the culture that surrounds it. But
creativity is not a tedious and repetitive process that can be mecha-
nised by a deterministic process of production, so we should begin
by designing creative machines with a different conceptual model.

There is also something else worth noting here: that as soon as
a computer can produce something “creative” it often becomes less
interesting the more it produces that creative output, i.e. it loses cre-
ative agency. Researchers in artificial intelligence often claim that
as soon as they have demonstrated that a particular method works
(take for example, expert systems) then it simply becomes software
engineering. From another perspective, there was a lot of media spec-
ulation about whether or not a computer could ever beat a human at
chess. But after the initial excitement of Deep Blue beat chess cham-
pion Gary Kasparov, the problem was not so interesting. A computer
could beat the best player in the world and so there was little point
in designing more sophisticated programmes that could potentially
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4.2 Flow and Feedback

Turning our attention to question CC3, we now consider the increas-
ingly important concepts of flow and feedback. The idea of “flow”,
proposed by the psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi [16], is be-
coming extremely influential in the design of new kinds of computer
systems. It is that state of mind we all can find ourselves in when
completely consumed by an activity. We feel energised, engaged,
egoless and enaptured – a total immersion in what we are doing.
Flow states are exactly what many performers aim to achieve in ev-
ey performance.

So can we re-conceptualise the methods of interaction between
computers and people so as to better encourage creative flow and
feedback? We have had many years of the mouse, keyboard and
screen as the primary interface, but we have now entered the era
of networked mobility, wearable technologies, body augmenting de-
vices and surface touch interfaces, where simple hand or body ges-
tures form the locus of interaction. New ways of enhancing creative
exchange are possible if we move beyond the standard mass-market
paradigms and consumer technologies.

In recent work, researchers from Goldsmiths and IRCAM have
been developing the concept of “fluid gesture recognition” systems.
Such systems exhibit certain properties which enable a non-technical
user to interact with a computer system through individual and per-
sonalised gestures [54]. The four properties that were described to
build effective gestural interface systems (systems that genuinely go
beyond what is possible with the traditional mouse and keyboard de-

Figure 2. The Music Circle System at Goldsmiths

This is important because when a musician is practicing and per-
forming they are often in a state of flow and not in a position to re-

lect on the performance and articulate clear feedback to themselves.
By uploading it to the PRAISE system, the musician can then more
clearly and precisely comment on their own performance, listen per-
haps in the same way that others would hear them, and so provide the
right critical distance from their own creative practice. Not only in
time (because the performance happened earlier), in space (the user

pit computer algorithm against computer algorithm. The problem is
that there is no sense that the computer is winning because it is be-
ing creative or subtle or ingenious in anyway but simply because it
can search millions of data structures in fast and mechanistic ways.
If Deep Blue’s success told us anything about the way the way the
human chess mind works then further research avenues may have con-

However, the idea that as soon as the computer can do something
it is by definition not creative is an opportunity too because it can
then identify that which is specifically human and creative. So that
we continue to distinguish human creativity precisely by what can-
not be achieved mechanically. Then as soon as something new can
be achieved mechanically then perhaps that simply provides new op-
portunities for human creativity in collaboration with technology?
is in a different environment than attached to a musical instrument), and in role (as critic and not creator).

4.3 What are the Limits of Creativity?

In response to Question CC5, is there a point at which individual human creativity can no longer be enhanced by technology or society, no matter how sophisticated? Cultural evolution or drift happens at much faster rates than genetic change. We “stand on the shoulders of giants” to incrementally build on past knowledge, discoveries and achievements. However, we have physical, cognitive and practical limitations as social agents acting in a technological environment. Most technology is developed with the goal of enhancing or supporting human thinking – overcoming our limitations.

The last few centuries have seen accelerating progress in technologies, leading to exponential increases in the human population. But while its relatively easy to observe technological progress, as a species we still have effectively the same biology as our distant ancestors from which our species originated. If little has changed in our basic genetic makeup, any (supposed) changes in our creative ability must come from elsewhere.

A number of recent computational systems have demonstrated a “counterintuitive” design logic that exceeds human designs significantly in terms of performance (see e.g. [29]). These designs were possible for a computer to find, but seemingly impossible for human designers to discover. Will the goal of augmenting or enhancing human creativity always be limited by our cognitive capacity and inherent genetically and socially conferred biases?

It is also interesting to ask whether computers face different limitations, or can they exceed areas of human creativity independently as they have begun to do in limited areas of human endeavour (such as the perviously mentioned chess playing example)? While beginning from a low starting point, the evolution of computer technology has shown roughly constant acceleration, and happens much faster than biological, or arguably, social evolution. One (especially speculative) point of view suggests that once computers exceed human capabilities they will have little need for us or our creative limitations.

Another more modest one suggests that once a computer can do something that we no longer think about it as a creatively challenging activity and simply move our attention as human creators elsewhere.

4.4 Could Computer Creativity Ever Be Properly Valued?

Considering Question CC9, does it make sense to ask if the same value system that humans use to experience the creative arts can be applied to art made by a computer? The philosopher Anthony O’Hear has argued that no matter how sophisticated or independent, machines cannot originate art because art “in the full sense is based in human experience” and requires a communication between artist and audience drawn from that shared experience [39].

Computer works that mimic this communication are only parasitically meaningful as they derive their meaning from an analysis of existing art-objects, not directly from human experience.

This argument against any value for computer-originated creativity relies on computers having no basis in human experience. However we can see no reason to dismiss outright the possibility of a machine and a human sharing experiences that result in something meaningful and worth communicating. Would we be so dismissive of a hypothetical encounter with an alien intelligence?

A broader point is that value is very much a relative proposition. Many creative artworks, compositions or discoveries were not recognised as such at the time of their initial creation, yet now are highly valued. Moreover, social confirmation plays an important role in value and acceptability, which shifts as cultures and cultural norms change and evolve.

While we may see some value in animal art (such as that made by primates or elephants, for example), this is largely a curiosity – one that we must necessarily interpret through the lens of our anthropomorphism, seeing communication perhaps were no such communication really exists. Similar arguments apply to computer art.

So if our existing values do not apply to computer-originated creativity, then is there another value system that we can use to interact more richly and less dismissively with computer generated artefacts? Again we refer back to our objection to O’Hear’s argument – if we cannot dismiss outright a computer being able to communicate something meaningful to people (and potentially for people to reciprocate), then the possibility of a new or extended system of value remains a possibility.

The natural follow-up question (Question CC10) is what creative authorship can we attribute to a work that is assembled from existing code that has been written by others (who may be anonymous)? There is clearly creativity in a remix or mash up (where different musical fragments are bought together for a new project), even though we know the person doing the remix was not the original composer of each musical phrase or fragment. With software things are different because the code is generally hidden and is not so distinctively familiar as it is with music or collage, for example. This creates a new and challenging perspective about the ambiguity of authorship in art that is partially or completely produced by software. It points to a need for a clearer understanding of what we mean by the concept of creative agency and to whom or what we attribute it.

4.5 What can Computing tell us about Creativity?

Question CC11 asks if machines can ever be capable of autonomous creative thinking, an issue we have already touched upon in parts of this paper. It is also a question that has, more-or-less, been posed in many different guises well before the advent of digital computers (see e.g. [38, 52, 1, 42]) and is well discussed in the literature. Similarly, arguments about machine autonomy are well explored in both computer science and philosophy (see e.g. [6]).

Recognising software or a robot as autonomously creative requires some formal definitions of autonomy and creativity. While definitions do exist, e.g. [50], such definitions are bound by what is computable, in addition to their axioms, mappings and homomorphisms. Certainly it is possible to construct a definition of autonomous creativity and then develop a system that satisfies it within some limited context. Yet the practical value of such as system have yet to be proven.

Under the basic definition of creativity used in §2.3, a creative software system must be able capable of generating valuable and surprising novelty in some domain. Certainly, some systems have already demonstrated valuable and surprising novelty in specific contexts. Evolutionary methods, for example have been able to produce designs and artefacts that humans were seemingly incapable of designing [29, 34], pointing to a very different kind of creativity in computer software than that found in human design.

Collaborative creative practices with machines also tell us that what creative systems are capable of producing depends heavily on the interactions and capabilities of all the participants, both human
and machine. Moreover, the nature of human creativity and what it can produce is changed by such interactions. The “Live Algorithms” framework [4] and “Creative Ecosystems” approach [10, 35] for example, illustrate how thinking of the computer as an improvisational collaborative partner or as a tightly coupled component in a feedback network can produce worthwhile creative outcomes.

Finally, systems such as that proposed in [47] consider both human and artificial agents as both creative producers and critics within a “hybrid society” with the aim of improving both through evolution. Each of these “systems” approaches see creativity as an emergent property of a network of interacting components (agents, producers, critics, software, instruments, etc.), rather than the exclusive result of a single human creator.

4.6 How Does Creativity and Computing Matter to Education?

Computing is not seen as a creative subject by the general public or even at schools and universities in many countries around the world. How then can we change the perception of computing, especially in early learning, so that programming is seen as an engaging creative subject in the same way as science, music and the arts? How can we then inspire students to develop their creativity through computing?

In asking numerous friends, students and colleagues who are artists and musicians, and who have mastered both their artistic and programming practice, whether artistic creation is more or less creative than programming, nearly all say they are equally creative. Certainly we have never heard anyone say that playing music is creative but programming music software is not, for example. How can we use this kind of personal evidence to persuade people in education and the arts that programming is also a creative act?

Can we find new ways of revealing and explaining computational processes where the flow of computation is more readily accessible to an audience? Could that help us in our desire to attract a greater diversity of students into computing?

Many companies are now beginning to recognise that they want technologists who can think like artists. However, traditional methods of education in mainstream computing that focus exclusively on engineering-based problem solving will not be sufficient for the new challenges of software development. How can we design university computing programs that provide graduates with the necessary knowledge and skills to best achieve their creative potential? The models pioneered at institutions such as Goldsmiths, where interdisciplinary engagement is a natural part of the educational experience, begin to address these issues [27].

It is clear that there is now a growing movement to teach computing and programming in particular as a creative subject in schools so that kids can develop the artistry and technicality of producing software. We have seen this in the UK in particular – as Google’s Eric Schmidt recently made clear – along with new initiatives that place programming computers and working creatively with technology at the forefront of the UK school curriculum. There are something in the region of 16,000 ICT teachers in secondary schools and more than 160,000 primary school teachers that are now faced with the enormous challenge of rethinking computing more as a creative subject.

However, there is a long road ahead until the general consensus in education is that developing computing skills is seen in the same way as learning a musical instrument.

5 Concluding Comments

The words “creative” and “creativity” are all around us and we must be mindful and aware of their (over)use in describing all kinds of activity. On the other hand we need to be receptive to the research and learning opportunities that arise as a result of investigating what we mean by creativity and creative practice through the computational lens. Computing presents an important opportunity to understand what processes might be involved in creativity generally, but even more importantly it enables us as to build new kinds of systems that can support individual and collective human creative thinking and practice. This is an area we believe presents the most promising opportunities for research over the next few years.

Considering the last decade, there is little doubt that the most influential new development with computers in this period has been their role in enhancing our social and cognitive space, and it is now social concerns that drive the design of many major online computing initiatives. Looking to the future, it seems clear that social concerns will remain a driving force in the design of software. However it also seems evident that many of the next major innovations will come from our attempts to extend our individual and collective ability to feel as if we are involved in creative activity.

All of us enjoy the belief that we have done something creative, or that our work life is creative, or that we are working or collaborating or socialising with creative people. The challenge for computer science therefore is to build systems that give us all increasing opportunities to believe that we are creative. This brings a sense of individual and collective well-being, along with providing vital challenges for researchers to address.
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